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Category: Community Politics, Government 
 
Title: Newshour with Jim Lehrer        
Length: One Hour                       
Airdate: 01/01/04,  07:00am  
Description: Tonight on The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer: an Update on the 
Airline Security 
Situation; a Look at the Holiday Shopping Season; the Charlie Company On 
Patrol in Iraq; and the Analysis of Brooks and Page.  
 
Title: Journal 
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 01/01/04,  08:00am  
Description: NATO on the brink once again in the Balkans, Disunity in Europe 
over the bombing of Iraq, and economic turmoil in Brazil and Asia --- your 
viewers have plenty of news to stay on top of in 1999.  Keep them ahead of the 
game with news, and analysis from Deutsche Welle's " Journal".  On each 
"Journal" broadcast there's a thorough look at the day's top stories, interviews 
with newsmakers and editorial comment from newspapers around the globe.   
 
Title: Religion & Ethics Newsweekly: Ethics of Torture/Who Really Killed Jesus  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 2/22/04, 09:30am                           

    Lucky Severson explores the ethical concerns over the use of torture on 
    alleged terrorists captured by the U.S; Kim Lawton looks at the theological 
    questions and conversations raised by the Mel Gibson film, "The Passion of 
    the Christ" over who bears responsibility for the crucifixion; Dr. Carolyn 
    Mazloomi, curator for the special exhibition "Threads of Faith," describes 
    the role of faith and Christian tradition celebrated in quilts handmade by 
    contemporary African- American artists. 
 

Superpower: A Change of Heart In Iraq? 
Airdate: 3/20/04, 10:00am  
Length: 30 minutes                               

    After an upsurge in violence, President Bush abruptly shortened the 
    timeframe for handing the government of Iraq back to the Iraqis. While the 



    June 2004 deadline may have been chosen for domestic consumption in the US, 
    many observers have questioned whether the people of Iraq can create a 
    meaningful democracy in such a short time.  Also, what signals does 
    America's haste to withdraw from Iraq send to the world? Joining Superpower 
    moderator Lisa Simeone to discuss these issues willbe: Mark Thompson, 
    National Security Correspondent, Time Magazine; Klaus Segbers, Professor of 
    International Relations, The Free University of Berlin; Yasemin Congar, 
    Washington Bureau Correspondent, Milliyet and CNN Turk. 

  



Category: Finance                                    
Title: Moneywise with Kelvin Boston  
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 01/01/04  6:30am   & 07:29pm       
Description:  MONEYWISE WITH KELVIN BOSTON discusses the values of 
money management and financial planning for young kids. 
         
Title: Right on the Money: Buying Your First Home                                     
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/2/04, 08:30am                                   
It's getting harder and harder for many families to come up with that 20% down 
payment.  But in this episode, you'll find out that you don’t need that much to buy 
a home.  We'll meet one young family from Boston who thinks a new home is just 
out of their reach, and we'll learn that they're much closer to their dream than they 
realize.  We’ll also explore the language and cultural barriers minority home- 
buyers can face and find out about low-cost loan programs. 
 
Title: Louis Rukeyser's Wall Street                           
Length: 30 minutes 
Airdate: 1/1/04, 09:30am  
This week, guest host Sue Herera welcomes Goldman Sachs Chief Investment 
Strategist Abby Joseph Cohen as the special guest on " Louis Rukeyser's Wall 
Street." Abby will share her outlook for 2004 on the first Rukeyser program of the 
New Year. The panelists are McCullough, Andrews & Cappiello President Frank 
Cappiello, Holland & Company Chairman Mike Holland and Charles Schwab 
Chief Investment Officer Liz Ann Sonders. 
 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Category: Education 
 
Title: Accidental Hero: Room 408     
Length: One Hour 
Airdate 1/1/04, 6:00 pm                        
A San Francisco educator's exciting and creatively stimulating methods of 
engaging his multi-racial classroom with a little-known academic sport 
called "forensics" are documented as his students go from classroom to state 
championship and, in turn, open themselves up to new personal and professional 
horizons. 
 
Title: Liberty's Kids      
Length: 30 minutes  
Airdate: 1/2/04, 05:30pm                                    
Deborah Samson - Soldier of the Revolution               
Timeline: January - May, 1781 Sarah meets the courageous Deborah Samson and 
learns another lesson about the tremendous efforts of women in the American 
Revolution. James and Henri, accompanying Washington, meet 
Rochambeau and are party to the arguments between the two powerful Generals 
as they get the story for the Gazette. Historical Content: Deborah Samson, a 
young woman and former teacher, masquerades as a man so she can enlist in the 
Continental Army (May 20, 1782 - October 23, 1783).  Her true identity is 
discovered while getting treatment for an injury.  She is befriended by men who 
believe her to be a true hero.  Washington and the French General 
Rochambeau disagree on whether to try to retake New York or move south 
against Cornwallis (January - May 1781). 
 
Title: Let's Talk                                             
Length: 30 minutes  
Airdate: 1/2/04, 10:30pm                                    
Education - it's a topic on all parents' minds.  Dr. Gross learns how Secretary of 
Education Dr. Rod Paige is working with President Bush and the First Lady to set 
high standards for teachers and students, and make education a priority. 
 
Wide Angle : Time for School  
Length: One Hour  
Airdate: 2/16/04, 09:00pm                                          

    An update of one of last year's most acclaimed films, Time for School 
    spotlights the global crisis in access to education. The facts speak for 



    themselves. More than a hundred million children have never spent a day in 
    school - and one in four does not complete even five years of basic 
    education. Now, 182 nations have promised to provide access to free and 
    compulsory education for every child in the world - by 2015. Last season 
    Wide Angle visited Japan, Kenya, Benin, Brazil, Romania, and India to meet 
    children who have managed to enroll in the first year of primary school - 
    in most cases despite great odds. This year's update of Time for School 
    will feature the newly shot story of a 12-year-old girl in Afghanistan who 
    is attending classes for the first time with the hope of making up for 
    years of schooling denied her under the rule of the Taliban. Time for 
    School introduces viewers to some of the challenges - poverty, child labor, 
    and violence - that millions of children around the world face on a daily 
    basis, providing rich insight into the striking disparities of circumstance 
    and opportunity around the globe. 

 
Title: Hoxie: The First Stand                                 
Length: One Hour  
Airdate: 3/28/04, 09:00pm                                          
    In 1955, the school board of a small Arkansas town voluntarily integrated 
    its schools, setting off the first confrontation with a growing southern 
    movement to resist the Supreme Court's Brown v. Board of Education decision. 
    Despite threats from outside agitators, they refused to rescind their 
    decision. Obscured by history's more widely known civil rights benchmark, 
    Central High and the Little Rock Nine, the story of Hoxie is first and 

foremost a story about regular folks in extraordinary circumstances. In 2004     
which marks the 50th anniversary of Brown v. Board, this little town's 

    courage and determination to follow the law and "do what's right" still 
    inspire. Julian Bond narrates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Category: Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement                                                       
 
Title: Superpower  America's Plan for Colombia                              
Length: 30 minutes                       
Airdate: 01/03/04,  10:00am  
The War on Terror has taken a new turn and headed south, to the country of 
Colombia. The United States has already spent $3 billion to help the 
Colombian government crackdown on cocaine production and fight rebel drug 
traffickers, and now the Bush administration is planning to intensify the training 
of Colombian troops. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, recently back from 
Bogota, has described Colombia as a new front in the war on terror. But how will 
Plan Colombia's shift from an anti-drug operation to an anti-terrorist campaign 
AFFECT the region? And what are the other issues involved that will ultimately 
determine the success of failure of Plan Colombia? Joining Superpower 
moderator Lisa Simeone to discuss theseissues will be: Mark Thompson, National 
Security Correspondent for Time Magazine; Diego Rodriguez, Co-Director the 
Academy of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law: Maria Louisa Rossel, 
Washington Correspondent with Radio Programas del Peru. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Category: Religion & Interfaith 
 
Title: Religion & Ethics Newsweekly :A Look Ahead to the Year 2004/ 
Sensitizing Police        
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 1/4/04, 09:30am  

    Bob Abernethy leads a special panel discussion on the top religion and 
    ethics stories expected to make news headlines in 2004; - Paul Miller 
    reports on the efforts being made by the Department of Justice and police 
    departments around the country to improve relations with Muslim communities; 
    Kim Lawton talks to veteran Christian music star Eddie DeGarmo about his 
    idea to bring the Gospel story of Jesus to an MTV-generation audience in a 
    new multi-media Christian rock opera. Perspectives: "A Look Ahead to the 
    Year 2004" - What major religion and ethics news stories are expected to 
    make headlines in 2004?   
 

Title: Independent Lens: Get The Fire! Young Mormon Missionaries Abroad           
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/10/04, 08:00pm  

    Three young Mormon men, age 19, embark on a two-year rite of passage in 
    Germany as part of a long-standing worldwide effort by Mormon missionaries 
    to spread their faith at home and abroad. 
 

 
  



Category: Women 
Title: If Women Ruled The World: A Washington Dinner  
Length; Two Hours 
Airdate: 1/4/04, 03:00pm  

    This program revolves around a historic dinner party that took place in 
    Washington D.C.'s landmark Senate Caucus Room on Capitol Hill with 19 
    celebrated women from diverse cultural, ethnic and professional backgrounds 
    coming together to share their experiences and observations as trailblazers 
    in their respective fields. Attendees included Betty Friedan, cofounder of 
    NOW and author of the landmark, The Feminine Mystique; Senator Kay Bailey 
    Hutchison, U.S. senator from Texas, member of the Senate Appropriations 
    Committee, and deputy majority whip; General Claudia Kennedy, the U.S. 
    Army's highest ranking woman and on Parade magazine's top five list for 
    first female president of the United States; Sandra Day O'Connor, first 
    woman Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court; and Alek Wek, supermodel from the 
    Sudan, featured in People magazine's "The 50 Most Beautiful People in the 
    World 1999". 

 
Title: Welcome to the Club: The Women of Rockabilly           
Airdate: 03/14/2004, 09:00pm , 03/18/04 06:00pm  
Length: One Hour 

    In this eye-opening documentary we meet four of the most influential 
    rockabilly women - Wanda Jackson, Brenda Lee, Janis Martin and Lorrie 
    Collins - all of whom have survived a life of hard knocks and are still 
    rocking today.  Unique American artists, they were queens of rockabilly, 
    rock and roll's country cousin that had it's short but influential heyday 
    in the mid-1950s. 

 
 
Title: Firewomen      
Airdate: 03/21/04, 4:00pm                                          
Length: 30 Minutes 
    In a class of 50 Boston Fire Academy recruits, only six are women. Like 
    the men, they brave the rigorous 14-week training regimen that many 
    recruits fail.  Who will make it?  Watch these young women in a real life 
    "Survivor" where challenges include a journey through the " Maze," a zero- 
    visability search and escape simulation; and the "Burn House," a space 
    filled with fire and choking smoke.  Get a glimpse of their lives away from 
    the burning buildings and an insight into what drives them in their 
    struggle to make it in this life-threatening profession. 



Category: Culture 
 
Title: Colorvision : Heroes   
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/7/04,  09:00pm                                           

    The first episode explores the theme of personal heroes. The film I Am Ali 
    is a look into one man's obsession with Muhammad Ali. In "Blue Suede 
    Sombrero" segment reporter, Dan Ho profiles El Vez, a.k.a. the Chicano 
    Elvis, who performs his own music in a style that emulates that of his hero, 
    Elvis Presley, and still incorporates his Mexican roots. The other three 
    films featured in this episode, Younghawk Seven, Bus 44 and Profiles in 
    Science each look at a different type of hero from the perspective of 
    different cultures. In "Affirmative Action Heroes", Dan Ho immerses himself 
    in the world of comic books and reports on Marvel Comics' pioneering foray 
    into establishing more racially diverse super heroes. 

 
Title: Globe Trekker : Ethiopia  
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 01/12/2004, 08:00pm  

    Ian explores the northern highlands of Axum where he visits the oldest 
    church in Ethiopia and the supposed resting place of the Ark of the 
    Covenant.  He then heads south to Lalibela for Timkat, the most important 
    festival in the country.  Ian travels to Bahar Dar, visiting the 
    spectacular Blue Nile Falls and sampling the delicious local cuisine.  He 
    journeys to the capital Addis Ababa where he drinks coffee with the locals, 
    goes bargain hunting in the largest outdoor market in Africa and is 
    pampered in a hydrotherapy center. His trip ends in the southern town of 
    Arba Minch, taking part in the macho ritual of cow jumping and engaging in 
    a stick fight with the Mursi, one of Africa's fiercest tribes. 

 
  



 
 
Category: Immigrants 
Title: Right on the Money: Coming to America                                                                            
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 08:29am  
    When immigrants come to this country, they must learn a new language, 
    adjust to a new culture...and figure out how banks, credit, and debt works 
    in America. How do they build a solid financial life amid major lifestyle 
    changes? How do they find a balance between their cultural beliefs and the 
    realities of living in America? Chris Farrell explores the financial 
    challenges immigrants face. 
 
 
  



Category: Health/ Health Care 
 
Title: Religion & Ethics Newsweekly: Zambia: Abortion Rule/Catholic Bishops' 
Audit Report 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 1/11/04, 09:30am        

    Fred de Sam Lazaro reports from Zambia on how non-governmental family 
    planning and health service agencies are being affected by a U.S. anti- 
    abortion rule policy; Kim Lawton reports on the findings of a U. S. 
    Catholic Bishops' commissioned audit report resulting from the sex abuse 
    scandal; Lucky Severson looks at the epidemic of overweight children and 
    adults in America and how several U.S. churches have now joined in the 
    battle of the bulge. 
 

Title: Imagining Robert: My Brother, Madness and Survival     
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/18/04, 09:00pm  

    IMAGINING ROBERT is the story of two brothers, one who has suffered the 
    horrors and sadness of mental illness for 38 years - the other, a prize- 
    winning novelist who has been his brother's primary caretaker. Based on the 
    life experiences of Jay and Robert Neugeboren, IMAGINING ROBERT 

illustrates the reality for families that cope, over the course of a lifetime, with a 
    condition for which in most cases, there is no solution. The documentary 
    includes extensive interviews with both brothers, home movies and films 
    that Robert made 40 years ago during college. The production seeks to 
    stimulate national discussion about the impact of chronic mental illness on 
    families across decades. 
 

Title: Independent Lens: Life Matters                                             
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/31/04, 08:00pm  

    A straight-arrow rural Texan Pentecostal/Baptist minister, Curtis Boyd 
    relinquished the pulpit in the heat of the social changes of the 1960s and 
    became a doctor who provided thousands of safe, illegal abortions prior to 
    Roe v. Wade. Together with a group of east Texas clergy, Dr. Boyd was and 
    remains dedicated to the ideal that all women have the right to a safe 
    abortion. 
 

Title: Innovation : Human Body Shop  
Length: One Hour 



Airdate: 3/7/04, 11:00pm , 04/04/04 11:00pm 
    Karen Grisdale, completely blind for the last 27 years, lies on an 
    operating table in Portugal, where a surgeon is poised to remove a portion 
    of her skull and implant a series of electrodes directly onto the visual 
    cortex of her brain. It is a risky, expensive procedure, but one that may 
    very well restore some of Karen's sight. In medical research facilities all 
    over the world, engineers and doctors like Karen's are hard at work in an 
    effort to make once debilitating conditions a thing of the past. From the 
    most sophisticated metal leg prostheses that attaches directly to the bone, 
    to jaw-dropping artificial vision systems and astonishing advances in the 
    translation of brain signals, this installment of the series explores the 
    complex and futuristic world that is melding human and machine. 

 
04:30pm Grab Hold of the Reins: Women & Cancer                000   CC ST  
                                                                APT   00:26:48 
    GRAB HOLD OF THE REINS: WOMEN & CANCER profiles three long-
term breast and 
    ovarian cancer survivors, focusing on how they reclaimed their identity, 
    sexuality and femininity after the assault of cancer.  These women - and 
    the men in their lives - talk candidly about how they were able to maintain 
    intimacy despite the challenges that they faced.  Helene Lerner, Emmy-award 
    winning executive producer (Make it Happen: Mentors, Dreams, Success), 
    hosts this half-hour documentary, which also features cameos by Gloria 
    Steinem and L.A.  Law's Jill Eikenberry and Michael Tucker. 
        TVPG                                           
 
 
Title: Wide Angle: Aids Warriors  
Airdate: 3/22/04, 09:00pm  
Length: One Hour                                           
    In Sub-Saharan Africa today, AIDS is no longer solely a vast humanitarian 
    tragedy, but also a dire threat to regional stability. As death rates from 
    AIDS exceed the rate at which teachers, doctors, and security forces can be 
    trained and maintained, whole nations may begin to collapse. Perhaps the 
    only benefit from Angola's long civil war is that the country now has one 
    of the lowest AIDS infection rates in Southern Africa. Strategically 
    important because of its oil reserves, Angola is now coping with the 
    problems of peace. As refugees and soldiers return home and transportation 
    and trade resume, the spread of AIDS looms. In response to this new enemy 
    the government has once again rallied its military forces. WIDE ANGLE 



    explores the role of the military, the only functioning arm of the state, 
    in its bold attempt to combat the AIDS pandemic. The challenges it faces 
    offer an arresting portrait of a nation at a crucial moment in history. 
 
 
 
  



Category:  Minorties & Civil Rights 
Title: Wrapped In Pride: The Story of Kente In America        
Length:30 Minutes 
Airdate: 1/11/04, 09:00pm  
Kente, once the cloth of the West African kings is now a colorful force in 

    American popular culture. This documentary tells the story of kente from 
    its origins, exploring how the ancient tribal art survived British colonial 
    rule and emerged as a powerful symbol of African independence. Narrated by 
    Tony Award winner Ann Duquesnay, the program looks at the relationship 
    between the Pan African and American civil rights movements of the 1960s 
    and how kente became an emblem of African and African-American pride. 

 
Title: Bicycle Corps: America's Black Army On Wheels          
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/16/04, 09:00pm  

    This program tells the story of the 25th Infantry's bicycle trip from 
    Missoula, Montana, to St. Louis, Missouri in 1897.  The African American 
    infantry took the trip to test a theory that the bicycle would replace the 
    horse in transporting men for the army.  With archival film, photographs 
    and interviews with historians, the program also examines the life of the 
    African American soldier at the turn of the century, in particular First 
    Sergeant Mingo Sanders, the main motivator of the enlisted men. 

         
Title: Nickles from Heaven                                    
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/18/04, 09:00pm  

    The 17 members of the 555th Parachute Infantry Battalion, known as the 
    "Triple Nickles," were among America's least recognized military pioneers 

during World War II. NICKLES FROM HEAVEN recounts the experiences of 
the first African- American soldiers to be designated as U.S.  paratroopers and 

    celebrates their long- overlooked contributions to the war effort.  The 
    surviving six members of the troop provide first-hand accounts of their 
    service and reflect on their impact on American history.  The Emmy award- 
    winning documentary features an introduction by Secretary of State Colin 
    Powell who praises the sacrifices and the headway the "555" made for all 
    African- Americans in the U.S. military. 

 
 
 
 



Title: Martin Luther King (Live) Celebration                          
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 1/19/2004, 07:57pm 

    On Monday, January 19th, 2004, Twin Cities Public Television (TPT) will 
    celebrate African American history and culture with live television 
    coverage of the fourteenth annual Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Holiday 
    Breakfast, sponsored by the General Mills Foundation and the United Negro 
    College Fund. Televised live from the Minneapolis Convention Center, 
    beginning at 8 AM the program will feature a keynote address by Vernon E. 
    Jordan Jr., Senior Managing Director of Lazard Freres & Co LL, New York. 
    The program will also feature music by Sounds of Blackness; local legend 
    awards to community members who live their lives in the spirit of Dr. 
    King's powerful legacy; and Host of Ceremonies will be popular local 
    performer, T. Mychael Rambo. 

 
Title: Rise and Fall of Jim Crow : Promises Betrayed (1865-1896)                           
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 02/01/04, 09:00pm  
THE RISE AND FALL OF JIM CROW's first episode, "Promises Betrayed," 
begins with the end of the Civil War and the beginning of Reconstruction, periods 

    that held so much promise for free black men and women.  But gradually, the 
    North withdrew its support for black aspirations for land, civil and 
    political rights, and legal due process.  By 1876, Reconstruction was over 
    and whites succeeded in passing laws that segregated and disfranchised 
    African Americans, laws that were reinforced with violence and terror 
    tactics.  This episode recounts black response by documenting the work of 
    such leaders as activist/separatist Benjamin "Pap" Singleton, anti- 
    lynching crusader Ida B. Wells, as well as the emergence of Booker T. 
    Washington as a national figure. 

 
Title: Here Am I, Send Me: The Journey of Jonathan Daniel     
Length: One Hour 
Airdate: 2/8/04, 04:00pm, 02/13/04 09:00pm , 02/16/04 07:00am 

    This program tells the story of a man who was deeply affected by the 
    events of the civil rights movement, joined the NAACP in 1963 and 
    participated with Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. in the march from Selma to 
    Montgomery. His dedication to social justice was cut short in 1965 when he 
    was shot to death in Hayneville, Alabama, while protecting the life of a 
    young African American woman. Many believe that Daniels' death and the 
    subsequent trial of his killer led to the passage of the 1968 Federal Jury 



    Selection Act. 
 

Title: Jackie Robinson: A Life Story  
Length: One Hour                         
Airdate: 2/25/04, 04:00pm                                                              

    It is almost impossible to overstate the significance of Jackie Robinson's 
    breaking of the color barrier in major league baseball in the spring of 1947 
    .It was one of the first, and most important steps taken against racism 
    and segregation. The amazing history of this gentle yet heroic man is at 

the heart of JACKIE ROBINSON: A LIFE STORY. JACKIE ROBINSON: LIFE 
STORY features rarely-seen footage and photos as well as interviews with 

    teammates, opponents and prominent African-American historians. Among the 
    guests are Jackie's Dodger teammates Carl Erskine, Don Newcombe, Clem 
    Labine, Duke Snider and Spider Jorgensen. Also featured are Monte Irvin, 
    Yogi Berra, Dave Anderson, Mrs. Rachel Robinson (Jackie's widow) as well as 
    historians Christopher Moore, Michelle Spruil and Howard Dodson. 
 

 
Title: Under The Pink Carpet Celebrity Profiles: Steve Guttenberg and Jennifer 
Sun  03/07/2004, 10:30pm  
Length: 30 minutes  

    Under the Pink Carpet travels to the Philadelphia International Gay and 
    Lesbian Film Festival.  We meet actor Steve Guttenberg (star of Police 
    Academy, Diner, Cocoon, Three Men and a Baby) for an in-depth discussion of 
    his directorial debut and starring role in the gay themed movie, "PS, Your 
    Cat is Dead." We also meet Academy Award winning actress Jennifer Tilly and 
    discuss her dedication to her substantial gay fan base.  Backstage with 
    Cyndi Lauper: After performing at Cher's sold out concert at Madison Square 
    Garden, singer/songwriter and 80's pop icon Cyndi Lauper made a personal 
    appearance at Chelsea's gay and ultra-hip "XL" nightclub.  Under the Pink 
    Carpet goes backstage at XL for an exclusive interview.  Report includes 
    footage from Cyndi's performance and music from her latest CD.  Regular 
    Segments: Man on the Street: Drag correspondent Clover Honey visits the 
    Fulsom Street East outdoor leather/fetish fair, and asks the question, 
    "Does the mainstream gay community frown upon the leather/fetish community?? 
    " Belly Up: Scenes from a gay bar featuring actors Tom Bondi and Mark Holt. 

Homo Comicus: Openly gay stand up comic (TBD) at New York's Gotham 
Comedy Club. 
 
 



Title: American Experience: Citizen King                                             
Airdate:  3/9/04, 08:00pm  
Length: Two Hours  

    This film explores the last five years in Martin Luther King Jr.'s life by 
    drawing on the personal recollections and eyewitness accounts of friends, 
    movement associates, journalists, law enforcement officers and historians, 
    to illuminate this little-known chapter in the story of America's most 
    important and influential moral leader. 

 
 
America Beyond The Color Line with Henry Louis Gat Chicago: Streets of 
Heaven                               
Airdate: 3/12/04 09:00pm, Air 03/13/04 05:00pm  
Length: One Hour 

    Gates goes inside the notorious housing projects in Chicago's South Side -- 
    the Robert Taylor and the Ida B. Wells -- to find out from the people who 
    live there what life is like for America's "underclass. " "What happened to 
    the city of refuge my father's generation sought in the North, North where 
    'the streets of Heaven were paved with gold? '," wonders Gates. Caught up 
    in a culture of criminality, poverty and despair, is there any hope for the 
    fifth of black Americans who have been left behind? 

 
 
  



Category: International 
Title: Superpower : The Russian American Summit  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 1/24/04, 10:00am                              

    As President Bush plans on meeting with Russian President, Vladimir Putin, 
    there are a variety of issues on the agenda to discuss. While Russia 
    remains yet uninvolved in the reconstruction of Iraq, President Bush is 
    urging Putin to show Russia's support through an upcoming UN Security 
    Council vote. Meanwhile relations between Russia and Eastern Europe 
    continue to be changing through EU and NATO expansion. What does Russia 
    expect going into this conference between two former Cold War enemies? And 
    how do the issues surrounding this summit play out in other parts of Europe 
    where relations with the United States and with Russia are consistently 
    changing? Joining Superpower moderator Lisa Simeone to discuss these issues 
    willbe: Mark Thompson, National Security Correspondent, Time Magazine. 
    Radek Sikorski, Executive Director of AEI's New Atlantic Initiative, 
    American Enterprise Institute; Nikolai Zlobin, Editor in Chief, Washington 

ProFile. 
 
Title: Wind of Change: The End of Colonialism In Africa       
Length: One Hour 
2/05/2004, 08:00pm  

    In 1957, Ghana would become the first country to challenge the colonial 
    order by gaining independence from Britain. Emboldened by Ghana's success, 
    Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, Ghana's first leader, launched his campaign for the 
    complete independence of the African continent. Between 1958 and 1964, 26 
    African nations gained their freedom from colonial rule. But this rising 
    optimism would soon fade, as Cold War rivalries broke out across the 
    continent. This documentary chronicles the chaotic impact of decolonization 
    in Ghana, Guinea and the Congo. Within a week of independence in June 1960, 
    the Congo would split into three factions, backed by the United States, the 
    Soviet Union and Belgium, with United Nations peacekeeping forces in the 
    middle. For Guinea and Ghana, the outcome was not much better. Nkrumah was 
    eventually overthrown, and Guinea's Sekou Toure would face economic 
    isolation. 

 
 
 
 
 



Title: Superpower : Can The Kyoto Treaty Survive?  
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 2/7/0410:00am                            

    Russia announced recently that it too is rethinking its commitment to the 
    Kyoto Protocol on Global Warming -- the international initiative to reduce 
    environmentally harmful greenhouse gases that has already been rejected by 
    the Bush Administration. Many analysts predict that if Russia backs out, 
    the global warming treaty will fail. What is the future of the Kyoto 
    Protocol? And what is the role of the United States and other nations in 
    international efforts to slow down the potentially disastrous effects of 
    industrial pollution on the earth's climate? Joining Superpower moderator 
    Lisa Simeone to discuss these issues willbe: Mark Thompson, Senior National 
    Security Correspondent, Time Magazine; Nikolai Zlobin, Editor-in-Chief of 
    Washington ProFile; Urvashi Narain, Analyst at Resources for the Future. 

 
Title: Africa in the Picture Faat Kine  
Length: two Hours 
Airdate:   2/10/04, 08:00pm                                                
"One of the 10 best films of 2002" (New York Times). Ousmane Sembene'sFaat 

    Kine is the first film in Africa in the Picture. Sembene, the undisputed 
    father of African filmmaking and one of world cinema's leading artists, 
    describes Faat Kine as his homage "to the everyday heroism of African women. 
    " The film features the successful business life of a liberated single 
    mother, Faat Kine, interspersed with brief flashbacks. It is a penetrating 
    analysis of the interplay of gender, economics and power in Senegal - 
    focusing on the condition of Senegal's women and the failure of the men who 
    have led Senegal since its independence. The film is in French and Wolof 
    with English subtitles. 

 
Africa in the Picture: Daresalam    
Length: Two Hours  
Airdate: 2/24/04, 02:00pm & 08:00pm                             
Daresalam is Arabic for "Let there be peace." Directed by Issa Serge Coelo, 
Daresalam is one of the first features from the central African nation, 
Chad, and shows how ordinary people get swept up into larger political events. 
Two young friends join the rebel army after their village is brutalized by the 
government army for refusing to pay exorbitant taxes. 
Their friendship is later destroyed when they take opposite sides after the rebels 
split into factions. It is in Chadian Arabic and French with English 
subtitles. 



Power of Ideas: His Royal Highness Prince El Hassan Bin Talal  of Jordan 
Length: 30 Minutes 
Airdate: 03/01/2004, 06:30pm  

    Terrorism and conflict in the Middle East bring a new, urgent focus on the 
    Arab nations and the religion of Islam.  Jordan's Prince Hassan addresses 
    the cultural politics of the region and the role of the United States.  In 
    an insightful discussion, Prince Hassan makes a plea for new bridges of 
    understanding and a new peace initiative for this part of the world. 

 
 
Category: Human/ Victim Rights  
Independent Lens:  Sentencing The Victim                                    
Length: 1 Hour and 30 minutes 
Airdate: 3/6/04, 08:00pm 

    After Joanna Katz, a South Carolina woman, was brutally tortured and gang- 
    raped, she survived to face her assailants and transform herself into a 
    victim's rights advocate. Called upon to testify at parole hearings year 
    after year, Katz decided to collaborate with a seasoned filmmaker to tell 
    her own story, challenging the parole system in order to heal herself -- 
    and to give courage to other women who have suffered violent crimes. 

 


